
Questions and Answers: PT2020/24 

How many months does UNISA want to do the migration? Preferable 2 months, longest 3 months. 

 

 

 

1. Who will move the applications ?  no applications are going to be moved, only reconnected to 
the new DB environment 

2. Can we migrate Production Databases during the week or must it be done during weekend as 
this can save time ? the project plan and the university events will determine that. 

3. How many Oracle EBS environments do you have ? can you please send us the topology ? 
 
4 Oracle EBS environments: 
 

a. Production  
Rac Nodes database with standby database (Dataguard) 

EBS Application - One main node with all modules and with iRec running on its own 
separate application server. 
Discoverer – Discoverer application connecting to the EBS PROD environment. 

 
b. QA environment  
Rac Nodes database  
EBS Application - One main node with all modules and with iRec running on its own 
separate application server. 

 
c. DEV  
Rac Nodes database 
EBS Application - One main node with all modules and with iRec running on its own 
separate application server. 
Discoverer – Discoverer application connecting to the EBS DEV environment. 

 
d. TEST  
Rac Nodes database 
EBS Application - One main node with all modules and with iRec running on its own 
separate application server. 



 
 

4. do you have a single tier oracle EBS ? or multiple Tier ? production EBS  
 
It’s a single tier Oracle EBS, but we must note that we have iRec Environment running on its 
own application server, separate from the main node. 
 
 

5. What is your Disaster receovery topology ?  we are only using data guard to send logs from 
production DB to standby DB 

6. For Managed Services : 24/7 Managing, monitoring, maintenance and support of software and 
hardware for the period of four years for Unisa’s Production and Failover sites. Yes 

7. is the requirement also to support and manage your Oracle ebusiness Suite and Applications ? 
No 

8. How many months are unisa wanting to go-live on the new servers? As soon as the migration is 
completed and ready for switch-over 


